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INTRODUCTION

The traditional cross-border activities bet-
ween countries driven by economic, so-
cial, political and cultural aspects are often 
found on the border areas among African 
countries (Adepujo 1996), America-Mexico 
(Cohen 2004), Indonesia-The Philippines 
(Zaelany & Augustina 1995), Indonesia-
Malaysia (Siagian 1995; Djohan & Yogaswa-
ra 1998 ), Indonesia-Timor Leste (Setiawan 
2004) and Papua (Indonesia)-Papua New 
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Guinea (PNG) (Wenehen 2000; Bandiyono 

2004). In Papua border, such activities are 

often conducted by 7 Papuan sub-ethnics as 

the sub-ethnics of Skouw and Moso in Mu-

ara Tami District, Jayapura City, sub-ethnic 

of Manem in East Arso District, sub-ethnic 

of Walsa in Waris District, sub-ethnic of 
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Abstract

This article aims to illustrate the economic functions of cross-border done by Skouw Sae community resi-

dents, Muara Tami District, Jayapura City to Wutung Vanimo Village, Papua New Guinea (PNG) using eth-

nographic approach. This study reveals seven economic functions of cross-border activity. These seven 
functions include fulfilling the family’s nutritional needs of a long-term food preparation idea system, appre-

hending the meaning of the land as a source of life, meeting the needs of salvation through protection and 

defense of religion through purchasing beverages for Christmas and leaving the idea system of Jesus Christ 

as the source Love, fulfilling the need for relaxation through school vacation activities and inheriting the idea 

system of the need for a refresher to familiarize the family, meeting the needs of the movement through 

village leaders’ visits to bring the leaders of the two communities together and inherit the idea system of 

formal and symbol leaders, meeting the needs of growth through traditional educational activities within the 

family and inheriting a system of ideas for the necessity of teaching for men. In conclusion, the economic 
function of cross-border activity is not only done to fulfill basic needs, but also the institutional needs and 

symbolism of local residents.
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Humbuluk in Senggi District, sub-ethnic of 
Emem in Web District, and sub-ethnic of 
Ndra in Web and Towe Districts in Kerom 
Regency, sub-ethnic of Ngalum in Pegunun-
gan Bintang Regency, sub-ethnic of Muyu 
in Boven Digul Regency and sub-ethnic of 
Marind-anim in Merauke Regency (Manso-
ben 2008, p. 7). The mobility of Skouw Sae 
village residents to Wutung village in PNG is 
repeatedly conducted because of economic, 
cultural and social factors.

Therefore, the study tries to investi-
gate what are the internal factors which be-
come driving and inhibiting factors for the 
process of cross-border of Skouw Sae Village 
communities based on the factors of fulfill-
ment of basic and institutional needs as well 
as aspects of life symbolism of community 
in this village. The second is to identify the 
driving and inhibiting factors of cross-bor-
der process including inhibition of mobility 
based on origin, destination and interme-
diate obstacles which affect mobility across 
the borders. The third is to investigate the 
economic functions of cross-border activity 
performed by Skouw Sae Village people to 
Wutung Village in PNG.

This study gives a new addition to 
the existing limited research about cross 
border activities. These studies include 
among others the researches done by Pitelis 
& Teece (2010), Ghosh (2011), Weidenfeld 
(2013), and Meuleman & Wright (2011).

Under functionalism perspective 
of Malinowski (1944, p. 44), each custom 
functions to meet basic needs as a mini-
mum requirement so that people will be 
able to survive. According to Malinowski in 
Bohannan (1988, p. 277), there are seven hu-
man needs such as: nutrition, reproduction, 
shelter, comfort and well-being, safety, rela-
xation, movement and growth. The above 
seven needs are the necessary elements 
to maintain physical and psychological 
balance. The balance aims to maintain 
life and health of someone (Lundquist 
2013; Newman 2011; Amelina 2012). The 
demand for the fulfillment of the above 
needs encourages the cross-border activity 
in an organized manner that involves the 
elements of people, reasons and objectives, 

specific targets for the participation of its 
members, norms, activities, facilities and 
certain functions (Meuleman 2011; Bertrand 
2012; Xheneti 2013; Lane 2011). It also 
encourages the use of collective rules or 
agreements in the form of a system of ideas 
based on culture, belief and religion, art and 
the ceremony of the village community to 
legitimize, regulate and guide cross-border 
behavior (Pitelis 2010; Ghosh 2011; Xia 2011; 
Weidenfeld 2013). According to Lee (1966), 
migration process is influenced by four 
factors: the first is the driving factor in the 
area of   origin; the second is the inhabiting 
factors in the destination area, the third is 
the barrier factors and the fourth is personal 
factors covering a very broad aspect.

The targets of the research were tra-
ditional border-crossers for economic acti-
vity. Their activities were tracked from the 
information recorded on the Skouw Cross-
Border Checkpoint, as well as the direct 
information from the people. According to 
Malinowski in Kuper (1996, pp. 15-16), the-
re were three groups of the data: the first 
was the institutional and customary frame-
work data which was studied using statisti-
cal documentation methods with concrete 
evidence, the second was data which was 
obtained by observing the actual social ac-
tion and carefully recording everything in 
a particular ethnographic book, the third 
was a collection of ethnographic statements 
from informants, narrative characteristics 
of physical and socio-cultural conditions, 
as well as other related elements. This study 
employed qualitative research technique to 
obtain information on some types of needs 
that existed at the level of basic needs, 
social structures and symbols and had links 
to the economic functions of cross-border 
activities. The study also investigated the 
driving and inhabiting economic reasons of 
cross-border activities. To obtain the stated 
data, the study used participant observation 
based on their activity.

Geographical Setting
Geographically, the two villages are located 
on the border of the two countries separa-
ted by traditional delimitation of Tami Ri-
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ver. Politically, they are separated by a fla-
re tower as well as the border gate of both 
countries. Cross-border activities from both 
countries are motivated by the closeness of 
the two communities. The kinship of the 
two communities stems from the marriage 
between Wutung women and Skouw Sae 
men as a solution to end the murderous 
conflict of Skouw Sae women. The des-
cendants of the marriage are called as jo 
pa lala or the descendants of Skouw Sae 
and Wutung. The presence of Wutung 
residents was due to diseases so they were 
settled in Skouw Sae which also helped 
to strengthen the kinship. The existence 
of second community marriages from 
both communities also strengthened the 
relationship that had existed previously. The 
descendants and Wutung residents who 
came later and got settled in Kampung 
Skouw Sae and the residents of Skouw Sae 
who are now living in Wutung. The reasons 
are because of marriage and customary 
land in the area of   origin that are kept by 
their relatives. They also have proximity 
to indigenous/village leaders in the area of   
origin so they are often invited over. They 
will bring food to support the consumption 
of cultural activities involving the masses 
from within and outside the village. The 
residents of both villages have an economic 
relationship which is originally built through 
a barter system then is later changed to a 
market system. Both communities also 
have something in common, called man-
ded and ifu dance which tells the journey 
of the ancestors of Sae Skouw community 
from Wutung, and have a common cultural 
values characteristic. According to Held in 
Suparlan (1995, pp. 37-39), the people easily 
accept and take over something else that is 
more culturally advanced or more suitable 
due to the low technology owned by them, 
then incorporated it with the local culture.

In addition, cross-border activities 
are also encouraged by the desire to fulfill 
people’s basic needs which cannot be fulfilled 
in the area of   origin or is still very dependent 
on the income of family economic activities 
in the area of   Wutung. The example for this 
is the demands of the fulfillment of family 

nutrition for food based on work thinking 
systems for the long term. The demands 
of financial stability for some families to 
reproduce needs is based on a thinking sys-
tem for family, clan and community is con-
tinued through the payment of dowry in the 
area of   origin or Wutung from male family 
according to the quantity requested by the 
female family. The demand for comfort and 
family welfare is based on house thinking 
system as a place to form family and to 
plan various family activities. Therefore, 
it needs to be supported by procurement 
of individual and family equipment. Also, 
it needs as compensation of a wife who 
is passed away from a male family to his 
wife›s family based on a system of thought 
to remove the seed of hostility between 
the male family and the wife›s family and 
between the two communities. The de-
mands for the fulfillment of safety require-
ments is conducted through the provision 
of drinks for the celebration of Christmas as 
well as to support the rituals in the tradi-
tional house of tangfa which is based on a 
system of thought for closer relations with 
each other and supernatural powers. The 
demand for relaxation needs is conducted 
through relaxation during school holidays, 
custom dance activities at traditional 
houses, gift exchange between Skouw and 
Wutung women, and sport activities in 
Wutung village based on a thinking system 
of building closer kinship. In order to meet 
the needs of both communities to be clo-
ser, the village leader’s visits are regularly 
held based on a thinking system to reduce 
the conflict between the two communities. 
Also, the demands of meeting the needs 
of growth is based on thinking systems for 
customary learning activities tangfa to deal 
with every phase of human life.

In addition, there is also a demand for 
income from economic activities to support 
the activities of residents in the village en-
vironment, such as social relations in the 
activities of worship. Religious activities 
are done weekly in the church and worship 
elements and attended by fathers, mothers, 
teenagers and children. The treatment 
system at Skouw community is conducted 
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through health center, village government 
and customary government, integrating 
facilities for citizens through football and 
volleyball activities, and custom dance 
activities together at the end of each year.

The Driving and Inhibiting Factors of 
Cross-Border Activities
The driving factors of cross-border activities 
in the economic aspect from the original 
area is as a result of government policy since 
the integration of this region to the Unitary 
State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI) 
until before the implementation of special 
autonomy that has not rested on the econo-
mic empowerment of border communities. 
Therefore, the villagers are still experien-
cing social and economic problems quite se-
riously. The reduced forest area due to trans-
migration program in East Koya impacts on 
the activities of gathering and hunting re-
sidents to be far from the village area. The 
success of the program activities of the 
village empowerment strategic plan is due 
to the mentoring and monitoring process 
from the technical field officers who are not 
working well. There is lack of bank support 
and economic institutions, including 
limited access to markets and information 
on agricultural commodities which have 
little impact on production and distribution 
activities. The displacement of local people 
in the border market activity by the migrant 
traders due to the weakness of the market 
management pattern causes many of those 
who return to pursue subsystem economic 
activities. The strength of kinship ties 
between villagers has hindered small-scale 
business activities funded from village 
empowerment plans. The big number of 
family members in a household burdens the 
family expenditure. All of the above factors 
have an impact on the high dependence 
of some people on economic activities in 
Wutung region. In addition, the limited 
sale of canned drinks from the PNG region 
is much-loved by local residents at Christ-
mas time. And, there is limited cultural and 
social activities involving local citizens with 
their customary leaders from their home re-
gions.

There are some driving factors of 
cross-border to Wutung village. The factors 
include; from the economic point of view, 
the high production of betel nut with good 
quality and quantity that many consumers 
demand in Jayapura City, Mimika and 
Wamena. The availability of customary 
land is used for gardening, hunting, and 
gathering to meet the needs of family food. 
People also use the potential of marine 
resources in Wutung region that can be 
cultivated freely through agreements that 
have long been institutionalized by both 
leaders of communities. Therefore, the 
income of the three economic activities 
influences the fulfillment of other needs. 

Another driving factor is the 
availability of canned drinks that many 
people love on Christmas celebrations at an 
affordable price. In terms of culture, such 
as, the invitation of traditional leaders to 
follow the ceremony of building a cemetery, 
thanksgiving customary house, crowning 
traditional leader, dowry payment, and head 
payment (compensation for a deceased 
mother). From a social point of view, at 
the village level, there is an invitation from 
the committee to attend a friendly match 
in celebrating the Independence Day of 
PNG, and the invitation to gifts exchange 
among fellow women in both villages. For 
the family reason, they have some interes-
ting places for family recreation activities 
during school holidays and the desire to get 
closer relations between the two village lea-
ders. All of the above factors have become 
the driving factors for people to do cross-
border activities.

There are also three inhabiting factors 
for the mobility in the origin area. The first 
is family aspect, such as the high solidarity 
in the household which becomes an obstac-
le to cross borders. For example, there is one 
family member who is experiencing certain 
sickness so it is difficult to abandon, the 
absence of other family members in 
taking care of a child who is still attending 
school and the business of the husband 
and wife who are still managing their land 
clearing. The second is community aspect 
because of the high level of community 
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solidarity prevents people from crossing 
borders. The examples are the death of a 
resident in the village and also the cultural 
values   at the community level. The activi-
ties on Saturday and Sunday are avoided by 
the village residents because they use it for 
church breaks. The thrd is the state reason 
where these barriers are more based on the 
development of security conditions in the 
environment of Jayapura City, as well as the 
environment around the border of the two 
countries. For example, the welcoming of 
the election, the Independence Day of the 
Republic of Indonesia (RI), the occurrence 
of military contacts with gangs of Free Papua 
Organization (OPM) in this region, and 
before the celebration of OPM anniversary 
every December 2, often closes the border 
gates of both countries up to a month.

There are also three inhibiting factors 
of cross border activities in the destination 
area. First, at the family level, such as the 
presence of sick family members, the family 
members who take care the plants in the 
garden, and the presence of a guest of 
relatives who stay from other villages. At the 
community level is strong solidarity with 
the community. For example, the residents 
of Wutung PNG who are died and cultural 
activities led by custom leaders, then all 
citizens must be involved together. Thirdly, 
at the state level, such as, the handling of 
criminal cases (murder, interethnic fights) 
around Vanimo City, ahead of the election, 
and the celebration of the independence 
day of PNG have an impact on the closing of 
the border gate. The inhibiting factors in the 
destination area are at the family level lasts 
from one to two weeks. At the community 
level, it can last for a week. At the country 
level, it can last between two weeks to a 
month. There are also obstacles such as the 
necessity to use the Border Crossing Card 
(KLB) approved by the immigration officers 
of RI and PNG.

Economic Functions of Cross-Border 
Activities 
First, the activity aims at meeting the inc-
reasing needs of family to food through the 
purchase of betel nut, gardening and sea 

products. The sale and purchase activities of 
betel fruit between Skouw Sae and Wutung 
women who still have a kinship relationship 
provides income for the families of both 
communities. Gardening activities within 
the Wutung customary territory according 
to the division of labor has provided family 
income for the fulfillment of citizens› 
needs. Increasing family income is done 
through expansion of area of betel nut 
collection in production centers. Also, the 
application of intensive gardening patterns 
is supported by the use of equipment and 
fertilizers to increase production and 
manufacture of more than one garden to 
maintain the production sustainability. The 
marketing of betel nut commodities is done 
through social and marketing networks 
with middlemen from Abepura City who 
then sell them to Mimika and Wamena 
regencies. Meanwhile, the commodity of 
moor marketing is done through social and 
marketing networks with the middlemen 
of west and East Koya Barat which then 
sell them to Abepura market and around 
Jayapura City to obtain better income. The 
results of fishing activities are generally 
used to meet the needs of animal protein 
for their family. Others are filled with 
hunting and utilizing the resources of Tami 
River and swamps as well as lakes found 
around the village. The activities to set the 
sail for the Wutung region simultaneously 
support a ban on the use of natural resour-
ces (hoo, sasi) imposed by custom leaders 
against the territorial sea, river, lake and fo-
rest with all its contents, for 1 to 2 months 
prior to the activities of customs or church 
involving the masses. It is also imperative to 
open up the moor land in the territory that 
the custom leaders have specified in order 
not to damage the natural environment. The 
efforts to control the utilization of such na-
tural resources are also found in the Yoka-
ri community (2016, p.  281). According to 
Poespowardojo (1989, p. 113), such attitude 
is intended to prevent excessive exploitation 
of natural resources in the area so as to dis-
rupt the existence of this community. 

The above three economic activities 
play an essential role to meet the needs of 
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family for food. This also affects the types 
of food consumed by citizens. Each village 
family is now consuming rice, meat and 
eggs that are often purchased in Abepura 
market. The variations of this type of food 
have become part of the diet of each fami-
ly of this village. The ingredients are partly 
purchased by women from the market 
or taken from the garden, then processed 
in the kitchen and served for family 
consumption in the morning, afternoon 
and evening. The economic activities are 
based on a system of working ideas to meet 
the family’s food supply and to preserve the 
meaning of land in this community as life 
support and the need to regulate the utili-
zation of natural resources for the survival 
of family, clan, and community in the vil-
lage. The above three economic activities 
also support the fulfillment of other needs 
in the form of provision of transportation 
funds, food ingredients, and funds for so-
cial obligations. The obligation includes the 
supporting payment of dowry in the form 
of beads and funds to male families to meet 
the demand of female families in order to 
meet the needs of female and male sexual 
urges in order to maintain group continui-
ty. This activity is also useful in maintaining 
relationships in marriage as a basis for 
forming a family that Malinowski in Kuper 
(1996, p. 28) is seen as a place to create the 
personality, the primary emotion of human-
kind. The family, as confirmed by Hersko-
vits (2006, p. 85), serves as the highest role 
in disciplining children. Through the role 
of father, basic and advanced knowledge 
about the culture of the local community is 
continuously inherited. Meanwhile, for the 
female family, dowry payment is regarded 
as a symbol of respect for self-esteem, as 
well as creating an extended family that 
sustains community activities. 

Economic function for prospective 
husbands is to improve their family›s 
economy. The presence of the wives helps 
the fulfillment of family economic needs 
through the division of labor on mooring 
activities. Also, they are expected to give 
birth to a son thus strengthening his 
position in the community. According to 

Claessen in Soekardjo (1987, p. 30), the use 
of the name of the clan in the patrilineal 
kinship system is the basis to demand the 
social status of the clan along with the right 
of succession families in the form of land 
and property. Therefore, they can perform 
their duty to support their working parents 
who cannot work as well as his unmarried 
sisters. This activity is useful as a binding 
system for the male family with his wife›s 
family, including other families in the local 
community. Hence, this activity can renew 
social relationships and maintain solidari-
ty among them. Finally, this activity is also 
based on the idea of   dowry payment system 
which serves as the basis for building a 
family.

Fresh fund is used as compensation 
according to ability to a husband whose 
wife died. This aid is then given to the 
wife›s family. It aims to meet the needs of 
the comfort and welfare of the families of 
women who died. This gift is regarded as 
a manifestation of a male family›s respect 
for their family members who have given 
offspring and played a role throughout their 
lives in clan, community and even outside 
the community as well as in domestic, 
reproductive and economic affairs. This ac-
tion also serves as a social sanction against 
her husband who can no longer care and 
keep his wife or child well. In the broad 
aspect, this gift is expected to preserve and 
eliminate the seeds of hostility, maintain 
good relationships between husband and 
wife, maintain the bonding relationship 
between the child, husband and his wife›s 
family, between the husband›s clan and 
his wife›s clan and the two communities in 
general. Finally, this activity is based on the 
idea of   compulsion to pay compensation 
from the husband›s family to his wife›s 
family.

They also support the construction 
of graves celebration, traditional houses as 
well as the coronation ondoaf in Wutung 
Village. The activities are done to meet the 
needs of well-being of individuals through 
the social control of the elements of the 
traditional leaders of both Ondoafi, inside 
messenger, outside messenger and clan lea-
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ders who by Georges Balandier in Budisanto 
(1986, p. 51) refers to as a social authority in 
the form of protection, safeguard, and take 
responsibility for the problems, including 
resolving the misunderstandings that occur 
among the clan members and arrange 
the use of land for the clan members. It 
also supports the members of the clan›s 
deceased family by providing land for 
economic activity. In addition, this activity 
is also important to maintain the existence 
of traditional institutions in managing the 
equality among groups, institutions and 
different interests in the community by 
using power with sanctions. Hence, there 
is no collision between them in living 
together. It also ensures and implements 
law and order within the community using 
explicit sanctions in both material and 
moral forms. All these things provide the 
comfort and prosperity of individuals and 
families. Finally, this activity is based on 
a system of ideas on the need to maintain 
the traditional leadership of the village 
community.

The economic activity also supports 
the needs to purchase canned drinks 
for Christmas celebrations annually 
with the aim of meeting the needs of 
safety through protection and defense 
of religion. Almost all of these villagers 
are Protestant Christian. The people›s 
religion is manifested in the form of a 
sacred text in the local language containing 
God›s commandments, instructions, and 
prohibitions, interpreted and obeyed by 
his adherents in daily life. The reference to 
that interpretation is the ethnic culture in 
question. Thus, celebration over religion is 
preserved as a source of life values in their 
social or emotional religious and cultural 
actions. Kluckhon in Kessing (1998, p. 94) 
states that religion provides several bene-
fits. First, it gives testimony and answers 
the questions of the existence of how the 
origin of the world, how the relationship 
between humans with other species, why 
humans can succeed and fail. Second, it 
authorizes the forces in the universe that 
controls and sustains the social order 
by giving an atmosphere that cannot 

be contested. Third, it increases human 
ability to face the weaknesses of life, death, 
disease, hunger, flood, and failure, through 
psychological support during tragedy, 
anxiety, and crisis. Therefore, religion 
gives certainty and meaning to humans in 
a naturalistic-looking world that seems to 
be full of unpredictable, fickle and tragic 
events. In the perspective of sociology, the 
function of religion through the celebration 
of Christmas is to nurture and cultivate 
solidarity among fellow individuals and 
groups. Solidarity is a part of religious social 
life that occurs in the midst of religious 
society, or, more precisely, solidarity is 
an expression of the behavior of religious 
people. Durkheim puts it in Ghazali (2011, p. 
33) that the function of religion is to support 
and preserve the existing society. Religion is 
functional to the unity and social solidarity 
between the citizens of the Skouw Sae 
community. This last activity is based on 
a system of thought about the need to 
maintain the religious beliefs that make 
Jesus Christ the source of love.

The activity also supports customary 
house improvement activities in order to 
meet the safety needs of from all dangers 
in their natural environment, such as from 
other humans, earthquakes, tidal waves, 
excessive isolation and protection from ani-
mals. Through this celebration, it is expected 
to maintain relationships with traditional 
houses that are believed to be the house 
for ancestral spirits. Therefore, this ritual 
activity is a manifestation to guard and 
express their fear and respect to the «subtle 
creatures». Such actions express their 
acknowledgment of the presence and power 
of «subtle,» which is nothing but an act of 
good relationships between humans and 
the spirits. According to Hermann Strauus 
in Strelan (1989, p. 111), the spirits of good 
people and the supernatural powers of the 
traditional religion encourage the realizati-
on of the golden age of salvation and peace 
and a life of long-awaited happiness. It is 
also found in Maring Tsembaga. According 
to Rappaport (1971, pp. 226-235), the spirit 
of the ancestors will always protect and give 
strength to their surviving offspring. Thus, 
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all participation in the above rituals is seen 
as a sacralization of social status changes or 
as the separation of one social role from the 
interference of other social roles. The rituals 
that are carried out collectively serve as the 
arena of a repetitive congregation. Hence, it 
will lead to increased bonding of group sen-
timent and social solidarity (Suhardi 2009, 
p. 2). Meanwhile, according to Merton 
in Kaplan et al (2002: 80), the ceremony 
serves to strengthen the identity of the 
group. The above explanation is also in line 
with Malinowski›s opinion in Kuper (1996, 
p. 29) showing that ritual act really form an 
integrated unity and these elements have a 
function to maintain the safety of life that 
this community struggled for collectively. 

The collective desire is a common 
life within a social community as a clan 
or tribe. Therefore, the salvation in this 
particular community and Papua or 
Melanesia in general, according to Fugman 
in Alua (2006, p. 50), is obtained prima-
rily by establishing, organizing, maintai-
ning, and extending the relations system 
in an appropriate manner. The system of 
relationships forms a network and supports 
life and growth. Therefore, everything in 
the form of individual affairs is organized 
through groups, such as marriage, death, 
certain cases, and others. 

All of the above activities will 
invite the attention of every member of 
the community because the success of 
its action is determined by everyone’s 
involvement. This is, according to Alua 
(2006, p. 49), in line with the concept of 
salvation in the context of the people in Pa-
pua. According to him, to achieve salvation 
in the world, a relationship is needed in 
the community. The relations that must be 
maintained are relationships with others, 
including with the residents of village com-
munity who are now settled in some areas in 
PNG because of marriage bonds. Similarly, 
the relations with spirits and natural 
surroundings are essential as well. Those 
relations are done integrally. If they neglect 
one aspect of the relation, it will intervene 
the ideals of safety. Finally, this activity 
also supports the system of ideas about the 

need to perpetuate the beliefs of traditional 
houses as a place to live the spirit of the 
ancestors.

The economic activity also supports 
family relaxation activities during school 
holidays to meet the needs of individual for 
enjoyment. The limited entertainment faci-
lities within the village area encourage these 
villagers to do family picnics during school 
holidays and meet with relatives and tra-
ditional leaders in the area. On one hand, 
this activity is to relieve the pressure of life›s 
sadness or work pressure. On the other, it 
can bring closer relationships among family 
members, relatives and customary leaders 
in the region. The goal is to generate a chan-
ge of feelings on all involved parties. The 
main characteristic is the presence of joyful 
feeling which allows others to join in the 
same action and carry out the action toget-
her. Therefore, the function of the meeting 
on this activity is to bring them into contact 
with each other, renew social relations and 
maintain solidarity among them. The exci-
tement has a function to eradicate particular 
sentiment system toward others and to ma-
nage conformity to the needs of those invol-
ved. Finally, these activities serve to pass on 
the idea of   the behavior of kinship systems 
in this community.

The cross border activities also sup-
port the visit on the cemetery construction 
of graveyard, the traditional home improve-
ment and coronation Ondoafi with the aim 
of meeting the needs of relaxation through 
traditional dance. The dance is a symbol 
system that creates the local community to 
help resolve the fulfillment of basic and in-
stitutional needs. The symbol system gene-
rated during their daily activities is used to 
validate, organize and guide their behavior 
in accordance with the cultural values of 
local communities. People are expected to 
jointly integrate as a kinship of some com-
munities. The integration of motion simila-
rity is embodied in the dance steps and sin-
ging which are sung together. Through this 
activity, the history of their ancestors from 
Wutung to Skouw Sae is retold. It creates a 
sense of belonging among them. The acti-
vity helps them to remind each other that 
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they come from the same origin. Therefore, 
they can help each other and prevent child 
marriage among close family members (bet-
ween generations one to three). This activi-
ty also serves as a medium of communica-
tion and media expression of life lived by 
both communities. According to Sedyawati 
(1980, p. 6), another educational function is 
for channeling creativity, needs for security, 
excessive energy and stress. It can also ser-
ves as a means of socialization, worship tool, 
delivering ideas, recreational facilities and 
forming a sense of group. This last activity 
is to preserve the   dance as a symbol of origin 
for residents of the village community.

The activity supports the gifts exchan-
ge between Skouw Sae and Wutung women 
which functions to fulfill the needs to relax 
and maintain the relationship between tho-
se who still have a family relationship. This 
is based on the grounds that after getting 
married and followed her husband, wives 
are busy with domestic affairs, reproducti-
on, and the economy so they rarely meet. 
Moreover, in line with the concept of salva-
tion in this community, family relationship 
should be maintained and enhanced in the 
form of frequent visits. This opportunity is 
also used to control the application of the 
rule prohibiting marriage between their 
children, especially their first to third gene-
rations because it will give birth to a disabled 
child. It also controls the lives of their relati-
ves who live separately, in order to demand 
payment of the compensation to the fami-
ly of their husbands, in case of unwanted 
things happen. In addition, through this 
activity, they can renew social relations and 
to maintain solidarity among them. This 
activity also maintains a system of thought 
about the importance of maintaining close 
relations of female sibling of the two separa-
te communities where they live in different 
countries. 

The cross border activity also supports 
the activities of the friendly match to com-
memorate the anniversary of PNG in order 
to meet the needs of relaxation through 
football and volleyball matches. The edu-
cation function is to maintain relations of 
both types of sports that are often played 

in Sunday afternoon. Because the moment 
is also used as a test event to determine the 
progress of achievement of the activities 
which have been conducted jointly in order 
to improve the performance of both villages 
teams in Muara Tami District. According to 
Boelaars (1987, p. 77), the need for freedom 
makes them fond of exciting crowd, inclu-
ding through this friendly match where they 
can express and enjoy the excitement toget-
her. It also gives more prestige to someone 
who is credited with contributing to the 
victory on either side. In addition, through 
this activity, they can renew social relations 
and to maintain solidarity and togetherness 
among them. 

In fulfilling the needs of building clo-
ser relationship between the heads of the 
village to maintain their roles in improving 
the social welfare of its citizens, they formu-
late a medium-term action plan for develop-
ment. The proximity of the two villages can 
build a culture of participation through the 
involvement of all citizens in the election of 
the village head, planning, implementation 
and supervision of the village development 
program. The program also encourages the 
need for education to fill the needs of the 
formal structure of village government. In 
addition, through this activity, they can re-
new social relations and to maintain solida-
rity among them. This activity eventually 
passes system based on the idea of   the need 
to maintain the village government system 
consisting of several adjacent clans in civic 
life.

From the social, economic and cultu-
ral aspects, cross-border movement is also 
done to meet the needs of the two commu-
nities for a closer kinship through the use of 
the nickname term in Wutung community. 
Community in Skouw Sae village will call 
communities of Skouw Mabo, Skouw Yam-
be, Wutung, and villages around Vanimo 
as Kitorang (us), and will refer to other com-
munity members who come to their cultural 
territory as dorang (them). The word of do-
rang is useful for maintaining social distan-
ce and simultaneously distinguishing them 
from the in group. It can strengthen the sen-
se of the in group from the marriage, and 
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not infrequently loosen the relationship to 
other groups outside the two communities. 
Social distance between Kitorang and do-
rang is highly dependent on the social ap-
proach that exists in the process of social 
interaction. The communication is built by 
outside groups, including government of-
ficials who serve in the cultural area. The 
proximity and approach through the right 
entrance is not uncommon to categorize as 
out group and in group. Therefore, it could 
establish a harmonious and pleasant life in 
all activities. The meaning of dorang (out 
group) may be merged into Kitorang (in 
group). Within that context, it is necessa-
ry to understand and accept each other in 
a variety of interests. If these factors cannot 
be realized in the interaction of social life, a 
seed source of open conflict between local 
people and migrants in the region can oc-
cuer. In addition, through this activity, they 
can renew social relations and to maintain 
solidarity among them. This activity eventu-
ally creates systems of the needs to strengt-
hen the notion of kinship between the two 
communities. 

Finally, the activity is conducted to 
meet the growing needs of individuals 
through the inheritance of knowledge for 
men who originally perform in the traditio-
nal house of tangfa and has moved on fa-
mily life. This is because a man has a major 
role in the lives of family, clan and commu-
nity. There are two types of inheritance of 
knowledge. Firstly, it deals with the skills 
of a technical nature such as farming, the 
use of plants (for food, clothing and board), 
hunting, farming, gathering, and fishing. 
Secondly, the knowledge which deals with 
values of kinship, trust, belief, customs ad-
ministration, the system of marriage, dow-
ry, compensation from the husband’s family 
to his wife’s family and others. Meanwhile, 
this also deals with the inheritance of the 
knowledge of women regarding reproduc-
tive and domestic activities because they 
would follow their husband after marriage. 
The activity is a form of citizen awareness 
about the importance of the provision for a 
man and woman to maintain the continuity 
of family, clan and community in general. 

According Poespowardojo (1989, p. 121), this 
effort will create a system of community life 
for the better. In addition, through this acti-
vity, they can renew social relations and to 
maintain solidarity among them. The abo-
ve efforts are based on a system of thought 
about the importance of preparing a man 
with basic and advanced knowledge about 
the local culture as the heir of the family, the 
clan, as well as the community in general. 

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion, it can be concluded 
that the economic functions of cross-border 
activity done by community residents in 
Skouw Sae village, Muara Tami District, Ja-
yapura to Wutung Village PNG is to meet 
the basic and institutional needs as well as 
a system of ideas of citizens. The activity is 
also done to create closer kinship between 
the people in two villages.
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